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Background 

Jordan et al. (2012) developed the competency model and associated test for the competency area 

of “Perceiving and contextualizing music” (KoMus). The model consists of one main dimension of 

perception and three sub-dimensions. The sub-dimensions include the perception-based use of 

music terminology, music notation and historical/cultural context knowledge.  

The three-dimensional structural model of music performance competence (KOPRA-M) was 

developed by Hasselhorn (2015). The accompanying test is designed so that it can be performed 

individually in a group setting. The dimensions of singing, playing instrument and playing rhythms is 

carried out practically by the participants singing and using an app to perform rhythms and melodies.  

Both tests have been used in several studies in Germany and showed consistently high 

psychometrical quality (e.g., Harnischmacher & Knigge, 2017; Lill et al., 2019).  

Aim 

The first aim of this study is to translate and adapt two existing competency assessments to develop 

a technology-based test instrument applicable to the Norwegian context (primary school, grade 5). 

The second aim is to ensure the psychometric quality of the adapted test versions. Since the adapted 

versions are developed for a different language and for younger participants a special focus will be 

on the comparison with the original tests. Therefore, various analyzes will be carried out to check the 

validity and reliability of the Norwegian versions. 

Method 

The Norwegian version of “KoMus” (short version) was achieved by translation and adaption (e.g., 

update of sound files). First a pre-test was carried out at two primary schools. The final test was 

completed by 378 5th graders at seven primary schools in three municipalities in Norway. The 

Norwegian version of “KOPRA-M” was translated and adapted as an interactive app for iPads. The 

final test was completed by 200 5th graders at the same schools.  

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was performed as described by Mair (2018) and the 

recommendations of Hooper et al. (2008) were followed in the interpretation of fit indices.  

To obtain item and person parameters as well as to evaluate the competency level of the participants 

an Item Response Theory based analysis was performed (multi-dimensional partial credit Rasch 

model; Wu et al., 2016).   

Results/Conclusions 

Pre-liminary results based on CFA and IRT analyses confirm four factors (dimensions) of the 

Norwegian version of the KoMus test with a moderate fit (CFI = 0.87; SRMS = 0.52), and with an 



acceptable overall reliability (EAP/PV reliability:  0.818). The correlation between the factors were 

interrelated, ranging from moderately positive to highly positive (0.30–1.0) This confirms the original 

model which consists of related dimensions.  

The same procedure will be conducted and presented for the KOPRA-M test. Finally, analyses 

exploring competency levels of the participants will be presented at the conference.  
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